A More Beautiful Smile Is Just a Visit Away

DentalWorks affiliated practices offer the latest advancements in cosmetic dentistry, from fillings that match the color of your teeth to a Zoom!® chairside whitening that can give you a noticeably whiter, brighter smile in as little as an hour.

Has your smile lost its sparkle? Are your pearly whites not quite so white these days? Are your teeth crooked, chipped, or stained? The nearest DentalWorks affiliated practice is there to help.

Applying the latest techniques and technology, skilled dental care professionals can fix flaws, correct imperfections, and eliminate discoloration, so your smile will look as good as new – maybe even better.

In-Office and At-Home Teeth Whitening
Even the most dazzling smiles can gradually fade over time. Smoking or drinking coffee, soda, tea, or red wine can also darken or discolor your teeth. Fortunately, many DentalWorks affiliated practices offer a number of in-office and at-home whitening treatments to give you a noticeably whiter, brighter smile. This service is available at select practices. Check with your local DentalWorks dentist for details.

Zoom!® Chairside Teeth Whitening: A Whiter Smile Is Just a Visit Away
Many DentalWorks affiliated practices now offer Zoom! chairside teeth whitening, a safe and effective in-office dental care treatment that makes teeth an average of eight shades whiter. Featured on the hit ABC-TV show “Extreme Makeover,” Zoom! can remove years of yellowing and discoloration in a single session that typically takes less than an hour. You’ll be able to see the difference right away. More importantly, so will everyone else. With Zoom!, there’s less fadeback so your smile will stay whiter longer.

Zoom! teeth whitening can remove years of yellowing and discoloration in a single session that typically takes less than an hour.
Many things that you drink – coffee, tea, soft drinks, and red wine, for example – can stain and discolor your teeth. So can smoking. To whiten your teeth and brighten your smile, choose teeth whitening by Zoom! You’ll notice the difference right away. One of our patients told us that her husband says she looks 10 years younger with such a bright and youthful smile!

Zoom! teeth whitening is available at select practices. Find your nearest DentalWorks dentist and ask for more details and request your appointment today.

Lumineers®: A Brighter Smile Is Just a Visit Away
Lumineers® are the dental veneers that give you a dazzling smile – without your dental care team needing to grind down your healthy teeth.

Lumineers are thin veneers that are about half the diameter of traditional dental veneers. By covering up stained, chipped, and uneven teeth, they can give you a whiter, more even smile. They can be placed over your teeth without grinding any of them down and without any painful shots; they can even be placed over existing dental crowns or dental bridges.
In just a couple of appointments, your dental care team can customize Lumineers porcelain veneers for a long-lasting, natural-looking smile. Dental veneers are resistant to tea, coffee, and smoking stains, so your smile will stay whiter for a longer period of time. As one patient told us, “I've always dreaded having my picture taken because of my stained, less-than-perfect teeth. After getting Lumineers, though, I’m getting compliments on my smile, which is great!”

Lumineers porcelain veneers are available at select practices. Check with your local DentalWorks affiliated dentist for details.

Dental Veneers: A More Beautiful Smile Is Just a Visit Away
Enhance your smile with porcelain dental veneers.

Porcelain veneers brighten your smile by improving the appearance of teeth that are crooked, chipped, broken, misshapen, discolored, or unevenly spaced. This is accomplished by applying a thin yet extremely durable porcelain shell to the front of your teeth.

Porcelain veneers provide a long-lasting, natural look – a brilliant solution for a beautiful smile.
Less prone to staining from tea, coffee, or smoking, they provide a natural look that will keep your smile whiter for a long time. Dental veneers don’t cover the entire tooth the way a crown does. A custom-made porcelain shell that is very thin but extremely durable, it’s cemented to the front of the tooth. “The results have been wonderful!” one patient told us. “I’ve gotten my smile back and I feel so much more confident now. Thank you!”

Tooth-Colored Fillings: A More Beautiful Smile Is Just a Visit Away
Maybe it’s time for a new filling – or maybe you want to replace the traditional darker fillings with ones that are much less noticeable. Tooth-colored fillings duplicate the shade and texture of your teeth for fillings to keep your teeth looking natural and beautiful.

Other Cosmetic Dentistry Options
With all of the advancements in dental treatment and technology, there's virtually no limit to what DentalWorks affiliated practices can do to enhance your smile and your appearance. If you have a concern, chances are we have a solution. The first step is to come in for a consultation. Let’s start talking so you can start smiling.

Contact a DentalWorks affiliated practice for a wide selection of cosmetic dentistry services and dental makeovers.